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Southampton FC A Premier Intranet for the Premier League

Founded in 1885, Southampton
Football Club has a great history.
As one of the leading Premier League
clubs in England, it works hard to
maintain performance across its
organisation at all levels.

With a diverse mix of support staff, security guards, grounds
staff and coaches split across three sites, the club needed
a simple way to modernise the flow of information to every
employee, while improving processes and streamlining tools.
A ready-to-go intranet platform was the answer in the shape
of Unily, the first of its kind for Saints.
Helping employees
identify with the club
Before the intranet, Saints’ internal
communication had been distinctly
one-way, with the team pushing
out corporate information through
company-wide emails. Despite an
impressive 75% email open rate, the
club wanted to take this to the next
level, giving people a central place to go
to catch up on news and information,
connect with the leadership team and
have their say. This was a challenging
prospect, with many staff often on the
move with minimal access to a deskbased computer and varying levels of
technology literacy across the club.

The first step was to launch a vanilla
Unily intranet, named Team Talk Live,
as a communications channel and as
a one-stop-shop for club information.
With native mobile apps as well as
a desktop application, this gave
employees a way to connect with the
organisation on their own terms. Unily’s
home-grown social functionality,
Unily Social, was also brought in
for phase one, providing intuitive
functionality to support commenting,
liking and reacting to content that
simply wasn’t possible before.
By launching the platform with basic
functionality, around 40-50% of its
intended capabilities, the intranet
team could slowly introduce the
new ways of working to the team
and sell the benefits of Team Talk
Live, whilst not overwhelming
them with too many features.
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Streamlining processes
to win more Matches

all of the required information in one
email rather than wasting valuable
design time on correspondence.

To convince the intranet cynics,
Team Talk Live had to go further in
solving common pain points, helping
employees to understand the benefits
to their day-to-day working life. Phase
two involves utilising the platform to
streamline processes, unite numerous
systems and provide a one stop
shop for every employee activity.

For desk-based workers, better access
to Office 365 tools through the intranet
offered big productivity gains too,
driving more usage and understanding
of tools the club had already invested
in. The intranet now brings SharePoint
sites, documents and Skype for
Business instant messaging into everyday work life with seamless integration,
simplifying the technology landscape.

To ensure it would deliver, the intranet
team took the time to evaluate
what people needed, gathering
requirements and understanding
challenges. From there, they set
out to solve the problems with
technology. One such win is that the
club’s designers have utilised Unily’s
forms capability to create a Design
Request form where employees can
request design work. The simplicity
of the form means they can gather

Processes are now easier as a result
of consolidation and simplification. As
an example, new starters now have
one place to go to access necessary
documentation and policies and
to login to key applications such
as Workday. Previously, there was
no set process to on-board new
employees and no one version of
the truth, which meant precious
time was wasted tracking down
the right information every time.

Here at Southampton
Football Club we know
that communication
is key to success,
both on and off the pitch.
Following consistent
feedback from our staff
we undertook thorough
research of the market
and agreed that the Unily
product was exactly what
we’d been looking for.

James Searle
Internal Communications
Manager
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Empowering the
business with an
easy to use platform
For the intranet to provide value, it was
imperative that it was intuitive enough
to use that the communications
team could handle content and site
creation easily, without support from
IT or the team at Unily. Unily’s simple
content management and flexible grid
and widget structure puts the power
back into the hands of the business
users, enabling them to create,
target and publish communications
of all kinds, but also build out, edit
and manage site pages to support
specific groups and communities.
The platform’s flexibility has allowed
the club to be reactive to company
campaigns, adjusting the layout,
widgets and content of the homepage
to highlight particular initiatives, from
new starter resources to its recognition
and reward scheme. In just six weeks,
Saints made huge use of this flexibility,
launching three new homepage
variations, with no additional
development or support needed.
This flexibility also filters down to the
mobile app, where the experience
can be adjusted for mobile users
such as coaches, grounds people
and those on the move to drive
maximum engagement. The layout,
content and widgets for mobile users
can be tweaked, removing elements
which would be more challenging
to utilise on a smaller device.

Selling the
story internally
As the club’s first intranet, it was
essential the benefit and purpose
were communicated internally to the
team, getting them on board with a
new way of working. This involved
getting in front of the club’s staff as
often as possible, conducting show
and tells, explaining the platform in
person, while using the opportunity
to collect new ideas too. Staff
commented that this process was

hugely beneficial, helping them to make
sense of the platform and get instant
answers. After a successful show
and tell, the club’s leadership team,
for example, began to realise how it
could help to improve their visibility.
The intranet was pitched to employees
as being at 40-50% capacity, the
goal being for the final 50% to be
shaped collaboratively by feedback
and working closely with specific
teams to build out their own spaces.
As the journey evolves, the intranet
team will continue to run focus
groups to educate and train every
department around the club until
Team Talk Live is 100% complete.
Then the process can begin again!

Our journey so far with
Unily has been 100
percent smooth, we’ve
encountered minimal
issues, and know we
made the right decision.

James Searle
Internal Communications
Manager

Proving the value
of the platform
The Saints team set out with some
clear objectives for Team Talk Live;
to improve employee engagement,
increase leadership visibility and
reduce time taken to complete simple
tasks. Six months since launch,
they’ve had some brilliant results:
	98% of unique users regularly
log into the platform, beating
their goal of 70%
	10% of users accessing the
mobile app on a regular basis
	The communications team beat
their goal of publishing 40 stories
in eight weeks, publishing 61
The new intranet has laid digital
workplace foundations for Saints,
ensuring they continue to
deliver an online experience
for their employees that
matches their offering
for fans, future-proofing
their success for
years to come.

98%

of unique users regularly log into the
platform, beating their goal of 70%

Selecting Unily has given
us a great platform to
keep our people informed
and allowed us to
maximise the investment
in our productivity and
collaboration toolset.
Our people are now able
to search for information
in their documents fast
and effectively via a
single portal.

Matthew Reynolds
IT Director
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Unily is the employee experience platform at the heart of
your digital workplace that powers better work for everyone.
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